MODERN MUSIC ENSEMBLE/INVERTED SPACE

Thursday, January 29, 2015 - 7:30pm
Floyd and Delores Jones Playhouse Theater
$15 ($10 students/seniors). Notecard.
Buy Tickets

The Modern Music Ensemble (Inverted Space), the University of Washington’s contemporary music ensemble, presents three on-campus concerts a year, performing both the “classics” of the modern era and hot-off-the-presses works from the best of today’s composers, including our own University of Washington faculty and students. In their winter quarter performance, the group performs works by George Crumb, Alfred Schnittke, and UW student composer Jacob Sundstrom.

PROGRAM

George Crumb: Dream Sequence (Images II)
Alfred Schnittke: Piano Quintet
Jacob Sundstrom: no comment from the Grey Room (2012)

More information about Inverted Space is available here.
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